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1. Perform a Health Check
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A Security Health Check is an assessment of your organization’s current level of protection 
and overall cyber security maturity.  A Security Health Check typically includes a:

• Vulnerability Scan (identifies common deficiencies such as missing patches or 
unsafe/unneeded protocols)

• Penetration Test (attempts to actively exploit weaknesses in the externally 
accessible network devices to gain “unauthorized” access to the system)

• Security Posture Rating (measures the maturity of your current security 
infrastructure and processes based on multiple best practice categories)

The output of a Security Health Check is a list of recommendations for risk remediation 
and a Road Map that aligns your unique security requirements with a proposed time 
frame and budget for implementation.  Engaging in this type of an assessment also 
demonstrates your executive team’s willingness to perform the necessary due diligence to 
protect your client information, digital assets and computing environment.

Some cyber security precautions can be implemented on your own 
with a traditional IT team, while more advanced security measures will 
require expert tools, talent and process. Below are six safeguards that 

will require the experience of a skilled cyber security professional to reduce your risk and protect your business. In 
the end, you may decide to hire internal security resources, engage a consultant for specific professional services, or 
outsource to a local Managed Security Services Provider (MSSP). There are many options, but as a small or medium-
sized business “doing nothing” is not one of them.

Many Options:
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2. Follow Your Road Map
The Cyber Security Road Map obtained from a Security Health Check 
lays out a plan of actions to take over a period of time within a sustainable 
budget.  Depending on your business needs and potential compliance 
requirements, your Road Map may include:

• Information Security Policy Development
• Business Impact Analysis (BIA)
• Annual Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery (BCDR) Plan Testing
• Annual Penetration Tests
• Quarterly Vulnerability Scans
• Security Awareness Training for Employees
• eMail and Data Encryption
• Multi-factor Authentication
• Web Content Filtering 
• Mobile Device Management

3. Develop a Response Plan
A Cyber Security Policy is an important part of protecting your organization. A component of that 
policy is focused on how to proceed when a breach occurs. Developing an Incident Response Plan will 
help you think through the technical escalation, communication and business processes that need to 
take place to remediate the impact of the attack. An Incident Response Plan should be based on the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) guidelines. The NIST guidelines help with five 
key cyber security elements:  Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recover. Incident Response needs 
to happen quickly and efficiently. Documenting the process, identifying the resources and educating 
the team go a long way to being prepared for the inevitable disruptive attack.

GO
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4. Implement New Security Technology
There are many technologies available today to protect your network and digital assets from a cyberattack. Not 
all of them work together and many do similar things. Different than a common firewall, cyber security tools are 
likely not something you already have—because they require a different skill set to operate than you may have 
within your IT organization today. A Unified Security Management (USM) system integrates these disparate 
tools into a single platform. Until recently, the cost of these tools was very expensive for small and medium-sized 
companies. The USM tools include:

• Asset Discovery, Inventory and Monitoring (looks for rogue devices)
• Vulnerability Assessment, Scanning and Monitoring (pinpoints weaknesses)
• Intrusion Detection (IDS) and File Integrity Monitoring (detects malicious traffic)
• Behavioral Monitoring (identifies suspicious actions)
• Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) (centralizes and correlates incidents)

5. Monitor Security — 24x7
On average, organizations take 206 days to detect a data breach, according to 
an IBM/Ponemon Institute study. Constantly monitoring your security activity is 
an effective way to prevent, detect and respond to on-going threats on a real-
time basis. Breaches can happen at any time of the day, from anywhere in the 
world. However, most small and medium-sized organizations don’t have the time, 
expertise or budget to maintain a robust cyber security program around the clock 
with their internal resources. 



About WGM
Helping small and medium-sized businesses 

grow through the use of technology

WGM’s cyber security experts deliver consulting 
services aligned with your business requirements, 
including: cyber security policy development, 
business risk assessments, security health checks, 
vulnerability analyses, penetration testing, SIEM 
monitoring, physical security audits, industry 
compliance audits, awareness education and IT 
governance. These services are available separately 
or may be bundled into a single managed security 
service agreement where our team proactively 
manages and improves our clients’ IT environment 
and security posture—24x7. 

WGM stabilizes, manages, secures and optimizes 
the technology infrastructures of small and 
medium-sized businesses. WGM’s solutions include 
expert delivery and integration of hardware, 
software, services and cloud solutions from many 
of the industry’s leading technologies. We are 
proficient at understanding unique business and 
security requirements and applying enterprise-
class best practices to smaller IT environments 
— making clients’ infrastructures more reliable, 
predictable, affordable and secure. At WGM, we 
strive to continually enhance your organization’s 
enterprise value.
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6. Hire Experts
Talent is hard to find and experience comes at a premium. The 2016 Robert 
Half Salary Guide for Technology Professionals forecasts a salary range of $92,000 
to $235,000 per year for a Security Administrator or Officer to lead your team of 
security analysts and engineers. After a successful cyberattack, you will also need 
an expert-level remediation team. These highly-trained forensic experts play an 
important role in minimizing the damage to your business and getting you back 
online. Since data breaches are not a daily occurrence, cyber security experts are 
usually consultants. Depending on your industry, you may also need compliance 
experts to help with regulations like HIPAA, PCI, etc.

www.wgmllc.com | 480-579-2881

For small and medium-sized businesses, outsourcing your security operations 
to a local MSSP may be the most cost-effective and efficient strategy to reduce 
your risk, protect your business and gain access to the cyber security experts 

your organization will need. An MSSP has already made the investments in technology, talent, expert 
relationships and proven processes and to quickly prevent, detect and respond to ongoing threats whenever 
they occur—24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Additionally, an MSSP can perform your Security Health Check, 
build a Cyber Security Road Map and help you develop an Incident Response Plan.

Get Help:

Call WGM at 480-579-2881 or visit www.wgmllc.com for details on our Managed Security Services Program.

http://wgmllc.com
http://wgmllc.com

